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Abstract 
 In mining industry conveyer belt is used with the 

microcontroller switch which is connected to the 

mining office headquarters which is two miles far. 

Traditionally here wired connectivity of Armod cables 

are used to give signal to the headquarter for giving 

status of that equipment is on or off. As the Armod 

cables are having less bandwidth the speed of 

signaling is also very less. Therefore if the number of 

equipments are increased up to 500 to 600 then it 

takes on an average 30 sec time to give signal of status 

to the headquarter which is very dangers to the human 

working under the mining industry. Because of this 

slow speed of signaling many accidents are happened 

in mining industry. Here we design a system which 

offers a family of mission critical technologies that 

help mining industries increase visibility into assets 

and personnel to minimize losses due to theft, 

management inefficiencies, damages & injury.  
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1. Introduction 
Mining Industries today are under intense 

pressure to increase production as metal prices 

increase dramatically, new mergers and acquisitions 

take place, and public concern grows over failures in 

mine safety. Throughout the mining supply chain, 

industries involved in exploration and development 

confront the need to streamline operations and 

improve internal processes. ` 

In particular, mining companies need to increase 

the productivity of their ore extraction through the 

efficient tracking and management of mine personnel  

and assets used in the extraction process. Many 

managers find that traditional methodologies and 

supply chain practices are no longer able to 

accomplish this critical task. As a result, these  

 

 

industries experience disadvantages of traditional 

methodologies as follows: 

 

● A lack of visibility into the location of valuable 

assets and personnel. 

● Inefficient allocation and use of people and 

equipment. 

● Poor safety standards and tracking of mine 

personnel. 

● Excessive costs of leased and purchased equipment 

to offset losses and theft. 

● Security issues that stem from the lack of insight 

into the location and movement of people and assets. 

   . 

2. Relevance 
By now we are aware of the terrible mining 

accidents that occur from time to time in various parts of 

the world. To stop this kinds of accidents we requires 

underground coal mining firms to upgrade procedures, 

equipments and technology. The system must provide two 

way communication between underground and surface 

personnel and an electronic tracking system that allows 

surface personnel to determine the location of any persons 

trapped underground. 

 As in underground, there is no cellular wireless 

access of any kind so mining industries have to set up their 

own wireless communication for monitoring the safety of 

their personnel and tracking equipment. 

 The reasons behind choosing wifi technology as a 

wireless communication are we need end to end 

communication and wi-fi asset tracking helps mining 

companies achieve secure real time visibility between the 

mining shaft and corporate supply chain management 

system. The mining industries take advantage of wi-fi 

technology as follows: 

1) The 10 to 15k.m. long tunnel could not have 

supported installation of any proprietary tracking 
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system or antennas, so a tracking system using wi-

fi was necessary. 

2) Wi-fi’s ability to broadcast clearly underground, 

even through solid rock and native areas. 

3) The fact that the solution can integrate with 

exiting WLAN’s promoting fast, cost effective 

deployment. 

4) A technology that is intrinsically safe for 

explosion sensitive environments. 

5) Secure, accurate inventory management system 

capable of locating and monitoring thousands of 

tagged items on the factory floor and in the yard. 

6) An open standards asset tracking system that  

7) integrates with corporate system to facilite 

company wide sharing and management of 

information.      

   

 Here, I designed Adhoc wireless network which 

uses the wi-fi technology to communicate with each other. 

In which i used zeroG pictail wifi model and Pic18 

microcontroller. The ZeroG pictail is “Add on” hardware 

model which helps designers can quickly add  wi-fi to 

application using the microchip pic18. Which gives the 

status of the equipment to our personal computer with fast 

data rate which prevent the accident happening in industry. 

 

3. Methodology 

           While designing the system for mining industry we 

must provide two way communication between 

underground and surface personnel and electronic tracking 

system that allows surface personnel to determine the 

location of any persons trapped underground. For that I  

formed adhoc wireless network in which there are two 

main components one is ZeroG wifi pictail IC ZG2100M 

model and second one is Pic 18 Microcontroller. By 

making combination of single wi-fi model and 

microcontroller we form the single adhoc wireless node. 

Like this we can form as many as adhoc point required in 

mining industry which will communicate with our personal 

computer out of tunnel of mining industry.  

         As shown in above fig 3.1 I formed the two 

spontaneously wifi enabled embedded system which 

communicate to Laptop in wi-fi adhoc mode. As ZeroG 

creates the wi-fi enability with Pic18. The ZeroG 2100M 

module controls MAC and baseband layers and connects to 

microchip host MCU using an SPI port. Now, the small 

battery powered wi-fi tag which is connected to conveyor 

belt having call button, which minor pushes letting the tag 

alarm by sending the precise location to a remote server 

outside of the mine. 

Then using wireless computer outside staff are able to 

access location information an internal web pages by 

pointing their web browsers to an internet page. Movement 

and location of each tagged minor is tracked in a database 

and the known location of minor is detected. The system 

works internally such that allowing management outside to 

alert those underground signaling caution.     

 

 

   

                      

                                               

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 3.1 

 

           Routing in Adhoc network is very challenging 

work. As it decides how data packets to be transferred 

from source to destination. In this application I hado route 

the signal because the location of mining office 

headquarter is 10 to 15 k.m. away from the mining industry 

hence we could not use the infrastructure kind of wireless 

communication. We must use here adhoc wireless 

communication. Hence routing is required in this 

application. I used Distance vector routing protocol, main 

advantage of this protocol is that the connection setup 

delay is very less and The mechanism of incremental 

updates with sequence number tags makes the exiting 

wired network protocol can be applied to ad hoc wireless 

network with fewer modification.  

 

4. Conclusion: 
 

          The Traditional Arnod Cables used in mining 

industry are having less bandwidth; so many accidents are 

happened in mining industry.  Adhoc Wireless networks 

with Wi-Fi are very effective to communicate fast from 

Mining industry to headquarter. Therefore possibility of 

accidents will be minimum.         
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